Quality is measured by more than the clinical outcome

I was at a conference recently at which a bereaved parent presented their experience of the loss of a child with congenital cardiac disease. Their description of their experience was moving and their distress and anger were evident as was their loss of trust in the clinical team that had looked after their child. We have made much progress in the management of children and young people with cardiac disease in recent years and the “success” of treatment has greatly improved. While we have much to be proud of, we seem to have taken a narrow view of how we measure the quality of care for cardiac disease in children. The focus is often on procedure related mortality, often hospital or thirty day mortality. For many conditions, the immediate mortality from surgery and other interventional procedures is now very low, and while this is an important and necessary measure of the quality of clinical care, it is no longer sufficient.

Increasingly researchers are reviewing longer term data to try and determine the long term results of treatment. However, as I have commented before, such retrospective studies, subject to publication bias, are not a reliable measure of quality. They tell us what can be achieved, not what is being achieved. I have just finished updating a book chapter on tetralogy of Fallot with pulmonary atresia. There have been several studies published in the five years since the previous edition and impressive surgical outcomes have been reported for individual procedures, but despite this published evidence, I was unable to establish whether the overall success of treatment regimes for this difficult condition had improved. Success does not solely depend on the outcome of a single operation, since many patients have several operations and some are never suitable to achieve a definitive repair. If we are considering clinical outcomes as a measure of quality, then we must look at the overall outcome for all patients with the condition, not just those who are judged suitable for a specific operation or procedure. How else can we satisfactorily advise our patients and their families?

Selective publication of outcomes in successful series does not, of course, give us a measure of overall quality of care. One response to this has been the development of databases of outcomes of operations and interventions that include all patients. In the UK such a database was established as a result of a heavily publicised failure of a paediatric cardiac surgical service. The national database covering mortality for all cardiac operations and interventional procedures in children is now publicly available. Interestingly, one of the earliest observations from this database was that, for some conditions, mortality a year after surgery differed from the commonly quoted thirty-day mortality, highlighting the inadequacy of short-term mortality measures. Databases, such as this, will give us, in time, what we need in terms of the long-term survival data for different cardiac conditions, free of publication bias. This will undoubtedly be of value, but mortality is only one measure of outcome.

We are increasingly seeing the publication of studies of other outcome measures. These studies consider quality of life, neurological and psychosocial measures in children with congenital heart disease. These alternative outcome measures are interesting and important, but are still not well developed or widely reported. Another important area of quality measurement is the level of satisfaction patients and their families have with the services. Children’s and families’ perception of the quality of care they receive, their views about the outcomes, so-called patient reported outcomes, is an area of study where still much work needs to be done.

There is one further aspect of clinical quality that is understood to be increasingly important in healthcare – patient safety. Modern healthcare is highly effective, but also carries a high degree of risk. What we are beginning to realise, somewhat belatedly, is that good clinical outcomes do not indicate that a clinical service is as safe as possible. That is why a well-respected clinical service, with
good clinical outcomes, came to let down the parent that I referred to at the start of this article. Patient safety in treatment of congenital cardiac disease is the subject of occasional studies, but has not been studied to any great degree, and this is a deficiency that is in need of remedy.

Clinical quality therefore has several dimensions; firstly, clinical outcomes, beyond short-term mortality in specific groups. They should include long-term outcomes in wider populations with congenital cardiac disease and not just mortality, but outcomes related to quality of life, particularly outcomes built upon what patients and families tell us are important to them. Secondly, clinical quality has to be measured by the view of patients, even young children, and their families about the care they have received. Thirdly, a clinical service cannot be judged to be of good quality unless it can show it systematically assesses the risk of its care to patients and has put in place all the necessary actions to protect them from preventable harm. We would welcome submissions of well-researched studies of any of these aspects of clinical quality to Cardiology in the Young.
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